“ Fifth Root Race”
Our Solar System completes its orbit around the Milky Way Galaxy approximately every
240,000,000 (Earth) years. Once a cycle is fully completed, you might say that we have come
“full circle”. This cycle is broken down into four quadrants, each lasting approximately
60,000,000 years. Our Solar System has now reached the completion of its orbit around the
Galaxy. Shortly many changes will occur as this cycle draws to its completion. This is not a
process unique to our Solar System alone, it is just a stage which we have reached in our
evolutionary process, and all of this is based on the pure scientific process which created and
binds all elements under ONE universal growth process, and also acts as the binary laws, which
interconnect the various Universes.
As we are now about to exit from the fourth quadrant, we too will (hopefully) emerge on the
other side as whole entities. At least the opportunity exists for the individual to emerge fully as
an entity of its own choosing.
Each time we crossed over these quadrant lines of separation growth has occurred. These
previous levels were left to us in the Book of Genesis under the “creation” section, that being the
Story of Adam and Eve and their two sons Cain and Abel. ALL we have been waiting for was
Abel to come to life. This occurred on the 25th March 2009. Abel was and is the planet we know
as Jupiter.
These two captures behind the Sun were taken on the 22nd March 2009 and show Jupiter soaking
up energy on the 22nd, and the other shows Jupiter after ignition.

Normally we would have already been exposed to a higher level of radiation this ignition of
Jupiter into a Sun will create. But at the present time we are being partially shielded by the Sun.
You must also factor in the interactions of the Sun’s magnetic field output and the new magnetic
field now being generated by the ignition of Jupiter. Throughout this whole development you
must understand that this is all pure scientific process.
Now this process was very clearly understood, but over time the various recordings and
teachings about it were mostly destroyed. Those, which were not totally destroyed fell into the
hands (or were acquired) of a small group and were withheld from the public. However, the main
record of our past was preserved, I refer to the Book of Genesis. There were other sources which

have been unearthed over the last few hundred years which substantiate the importance of the
material contained in the Book of Genesis, such as the Dead Sea scrolls and the Copper Scrolls.
Now both discoveries (and there have been others) all reference the Book of Genesis to great
detail. The book of Genesis itself is an encoded history of man, and once you “twig” to that
conclusion it then becomes fairly easy to decipher and put it into its proper context. At the
beginning of the book of genesis it speaks about the creation of man, that being the story of
Adam and Eve and their sons Cain and Abel. What is being referred to, is not the lineage of
individual people, but the formation of the family unit. For the most part it refers to the stars and
Sun’s and the DNA system, which is (when completed) the unifying force that binds all parts of
the Universes together thru interlocking groupings of the individual “family” units.
First we establish the physical elements themselves, starting with Adam. As it turns out Adam is
actually the “STAR” Sirius A. Then the reference to Eve and her creation is through the rib of
Adam, meaning that this was the unification of the two halves (much like we have a left and
right side to our ribcage) and it is at this point when the double helix (of the DNA) is locked into
place. Of course Eve is our Sun. After the unification of the two halves of the DNA double helix
is fixed in place, the interaction between the two halves the combined unity of the two halves is
consummated and, and two Sun’s are born. Now remembering that this process takes literally
millions of years to run its course, having said that know that the firstborn son Cain is Sirius B.
So know that the first “begotten” SUN of Adam is Cain. The second Sun (which is only now
coming to life) is Abel, which we know as Jupiter. Now that Jupiter has ignited into a Sun
(Abele), and takes its rightful place, and completes the primary DNA strand many things will
occur.
I mentioned earlier that the individual DNA lineages are linked together and you could say that
the weave of the fabric of space is very dependent upon that which connects us to the rest of the
Universal systems. There are two astral bodies that are inside our present solar system which do
connect us at this time. The one tied into our outer planet system is Pluto while the object tied to
our inner planetary system is Ceres.
The way to identify them is rather simple, that being that both Ceres and Pluto’s orbital patterns
are several degrees different to those that make up the rest of our solar system. The majority
(planets belonging to our system) orbit around what we call the elliptic plane. Pluto and Ceres
orbits only just cross over the elliptic plane. As we were in the fourth quadrant of our
development stage we have been operating under what you could call a pentagram stage. Now
DNA can be spliced, however it cannot be changed per se.
Under the pentagram model the opportunity existed for the systems governing either Ceres or
those governing Pluto, access into our DNA lineage, just because of proximity and interaction
into the core of our systems lineage.

In the Pentagram, the five points are Sirius A, Sirius B, Pluto, our Sun and
Ceres. Now the problem with the pentagram model is that no (1) complete independent unit can
formulate. In other words energy flow can be diverted or rerouted. That has been the situation

here for some time now, but all that is about to change shortly. There has always been a war
raging in the Universe that is referred to as the “ Battle Between Good and Evil or the Dark side
and Light”. The Evil one’s (negative side), are constantly attempting to prevent the
enlightenment of ALL from reaching the completeness of ONE from reaching the Light, now
with the ignition of Jupiter the circle has been completed and no longer will the “Beast” have any
control over ALL whom have chosen the way of the light, for the “Beast” dies as this upcoming
crossover is completed.
This war we have been engaged in for many millenniums’ has seen the emergence of many great
men throughout our history. The last great master of the sciences (that I am aware of) was King
David. Now the three main “stories” associated to King David are 1) the story of David and
Goliath, 2) the Star of David, 3) David protecting the road to Jerusalem (now when I speak of
Jerusalem I am referring to the New Jerusalem- that being the one which God promised to the
people, the new Heaven on Earth).
God chose David to lead the peoples and sent the masters to educate him in the sciences. David
learned well, he came to understand the significance of the six-pointed star (now referred to as
the Star of David). He learned how to stop Goliath (the dark side-often referred to as the
Anunnaki). The rock that he wielded you will come to know as the moon and by having it placed
in the right location disengaged the energy re-direct the Anunnaki had put into place. The story
goes on to say that David hit Goliath right between the eyes. Which is to say that it knocked out
the energy flow (or drain in our case) to their penal gland, which was siphoning off our energy
flow. Unfortunately some of the Anunnaki found themselves left behind when the gateway was
shut and remain here even today waiting. Now lets take a look at the Star of David.
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1. The Star of David, consisting of (2) interlocking equilateral triangles but not necessarily
physically attached.
2. Four points (two being located in each of the 2 triangles) creating a rectangular form.
3. Here we have added the other 2 points, which are geometrically aligned in such a way as
to establish a center point.
4. Here we see that the center point becomes “key” element of the whole set, meaning that
everything in our known universe operates in an orbital pattern, and for the “perfect” set
to be established and maintained it comes down to that crucial pivot point to maintain its
relative position. This point can be referred to as the “capstone”.
The most physical man made structures found scattered around the earth today are those of
Pyramids. The only really notable differences found in their physical appearance, that being the
façade of the finished pyramids themselves. The pyramids in Egypt generally have a casing stone
covering them, the reason being is that they are the points which the earth’s physical alignment

to our astral set can be calculated. Yet others scattered around the Earth are generally referred to
as step pyramids. But what all pyramid structures have in common is that they all speak of the
understanding of those whom constructed them who understood about the procession of the
cosmos. Only those built in Egypt would have been built with casing stones as they knew that the
alignments could be drawn from them from those given points (For their exact locations
incorporated the Zero point “center of the Earth”) thus taking into account such factors as orbital
spin. Definitely here on Earth all pyramids consist of four sides, however it is a different story on
the ‘dead’ planet Mars where we find in an area called Cydonia a five-sided pyramid, and we
wonder why its inhabitants died off?

Known as the D & M pyramid -- after discoverers Vincent
Dipietro and Gregory Molenaar, this structure looms above the Martian terrain
half a mile. Roughly 1.6 by 2 miles across, the pentagonal pyramid appears to be
composed of at least one cubic mile of Martian terrain. This pyramid is oriented
over the southern point of Cydonia's implied equilateral triangle.
Earlier I mentioned that the DNA system (universal scientific model) adheres very closely to the
Time, Space, and Matter continuum. Basically it works in the following manner.

The DNA double helix (represented by the 2 blue interwound strands) when compared to our own star system, represent Adam (Sirius “A”) and the
other Eve (our Sun), while the cross-connecting lines represent the planetary bodies (when in
alignment). As I stated earlier our system while in orbit around the outside of the Milky Way
travels through 4 quadrants, at the time the system leaves a quadrant and before it enters the next
quadrant a cross over takes place.

Keep in mind that after Adam came into being he only
then took a wife (EVE), the key here is that Adam is one quadrant ahead of us, thus clearing the
path for Eve to follow. In the diagram below you will notice that over the course of completing
the cycle (through the 4 quadrants) we have returned once again to the beginning of the next
cycle. Some may recall the term “as above so below”.

Now as we approach this cross over point all parts that tie
our system together with the rest of our immediate universe bodies (our neighbors if you will)
will be at maximum alignment. This we can call the capstone, and with it comes somewhat of a
problem, and it is at that time the doorways open (or give access to others from different
systems) and some of those beings are of a negative nature. Fortunately for us the other side of
our family are there, for they have gone before us. They have remained one ¼ quadrant ahead of
us.
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1. The Yellow lines are various stages of growth and alignment that Adam Sirius “A” has
been and the last one where it will be at the time of the fifth alignment. The purple lines
represent our Sun’s (EVE) alignments that have and will also be at the time of the fifth
alignment.
2. The pink and Green arrows are the alignments of Ceres and Pluto (or will be at the time
of the fifth alignment).
3. Here I have placed the pyramids apex at the precise time of the fifth alignment, thus
capping off the completion of the cycle.

Basically here is how the system works, and to understand it will better equip oneself to deal
with the changes that are presently unfolding around us, and shortly going to happen to Earth.
VERY soon (as we approach “0” point) many things will occur, we will see what appears to be
our SUN going black, and a new Bright object next to the SUN appear. At which time the Earth
will slow down its rotation and then come to a standstill (know that at this time, which won’t last
very long, we will be in that zone that is in effect “0” time). During that time we too will enter
into a short period of stasis. But know that when some will see the Bright object up by the Sun
that, that is also the time of the return of Jesus, as he promised. For this will be the time when the
cycle will complete itself, it is also the time when the Beast will die, and be shut out.
There are 3 individual systems involved in the process they are the Adam and Eve set (which we
are part of) next is the negative set which is represented by Pluto, lastly there is the positive set
represented by Ceres. Both sets (represented by Pluto and Ceres) are in their own orbital
patterns, which emit their own electro magnetic fields. Our Adam and Eve set (which throws off
its own electro magnetic field) exists because of its placement between the other two sets, as
such they control our rate of growth as well as our orbital pattern.

As the Ceres and Pluto sets begin to come
into alignment with each other, in relationship to our (Eve) Sun we begin to approach absolute
alignment. It is during that time that everything begins to slow down until absolute alignment is
reached at which time the system grinds to a halt and there is total blackness (all this will occur
over a very short period of time). This occurs as we pass through Zero alignment. This is known
as the time of the “cross”, this is also the time when entities can be sidetracked and lose there
way forward.
Once absolute alignment has occurred and we once again begin to move forward on our set
course we will find that the Earths tilt and rotational speed will have been altered. The reason for
this is that as the Pluto and Ceres sets will have interacted with each other and as such a new set
will have begun much like you reset a clock, at that time as well we will be on a new course
which will be one equal to maintaining the double helix model, under which all things are
governed by. Pluto’s orbit is at an inclination of 17.1 degrees off ecliptic. Ceres orbit is at an
inclination of 9.73 degrees off the ecliptic.
In my studies, over the last 30 plus years I have been able to put together many of the pieces,
which brought about the material, you have just read. However the most interesting are some of
the pictures painted on the walls of Tomb 15 located in Beni Hassan, Egypt. This is the one,

which is most interesting, this particular site at Beni Hassan were taken over when the Semites
first showed up in Egypt, when ancient Babylon was still an active city.

Firstly note that the men are leading the way, and that there are 4 of them. Also notice that they
carry what appears to be one half of the double helix. It appears that all the feet are marching
forward, while only the last one is looking back. Now on the donkey there are two boys, one
being on either side of the disk, which is held in place by two crossed pieces of wood. However
both are faced forward, (question is do they represent Cain and Abel). Just ahead of the women
is a young boy left to protect the women, and followed closely by the women.
The other significant drawings found on the walls in tomb 15 with the above are those of
“women playing’ (stages of alignment), and others (found on the other side of the main picture)

are of wrestlers. If you look closely at any of the wrestler picture you will notice that they are
depicting various stages of alignments (previous stages) that this system has undergone

Notice the Pyramidal shapes

Notice the alignment of the balls
After the time of the cross over we will be reunited and once again emerge as a whole family,
and then the New Jerusalem. But make no mistake there will be those whom will try to hold back
as many as they can from completing this next step of our evolutionary process. Always
remember that there are things, which they cannot do, the first being the change of the natural
order of the universal process. For you cannot change the DNA, yes it can be spliced but
changed NO. For as I stated earlier, when we reach “0” (zero) point doorways will open at which
time they will try to divert individuals from reaching the other side.
There are basically two tools for them to use to prevent the individual from proceeding on the
pathway of light. The main tool is FEAR, in order to accomplish this they must orchestrate many
scenarios that will confuse and distract as many as possible from making clear and directed
decisions. For to distract individuals from the pathway of LIGHT, they must have you listen to
what they want you to know so as you will follow them. You and you alone must set your own
destiny and this is called the right to Free Will Choice, but if they control your attention they in
effect have taken away the right of free will and replaced it with their will. So they will try to get

you to follow “the snake” down the hole. If you choose to follow the way of light (where nothing
is hidden) then you are free to fly with the eagles, as you will have earned your wings.
VERY soon (as we approach “0” point) many things will occur, we will see what appears to be
our SUN going black, and a new Bright object next to the SUN appear. At which time the Earth
will slow down its rotation and then come to a standstill (know that at this time, which will not
last very long, we will be in that zone that is in effect “0” time). During that time we too will
enter into a short period of stasis. But know that when some will see the Bright object up by the
Sun that that is also the time of the return of Jesus, as he promised. For this will be the time when
the cycle will complete itself, it is also the time when the Beast will die, and be shut out.

James

